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Model-thin TV designs are all the rage 
these days, but there’s evidence 
of other efforts on the part of set 

makers to transform the electronic hearth. 
Making TVs Internet-friendly by adding Eth-
ernet connections and onscreen “widgets” is 
one example. Another is the media-streaming 
deals that let them directly access movies 
from services like Netflix, CinemaNow, Ama-
zon Video on Demand, and Vudu. But a more 
obvious scheme — one that, surprisingly, only 
Mitsubishi appears to have given serious con-
sideration — is beefing up a TV’s audio per-
formance so that a separate surround-sound 
system isn’t necessary.

Mitsubishi’s Unisen 249 and 153 Series TVs 
(including the 46-inch model LT-46153 un-
der review) all feature a 16-speaker integrat-
ed sound projector. Unlike basic soundbars, 
which typically deliver “virtual surround” from 
stereo speakers, sound projectors use digital 
signal processing to intelligently direct 5.1 
signals, bouncing the sound off the walls of 
your room to more realistically approximate 
a rear-speaker effect. A 3-inch-high speaker 
enclosure — even one packed with 16 drivers 
— can only deliver so much bass, however, so 
Mitsubishi also includes a subwoofer output 
jack. To make the most of that feature, many 
Mitsubishi TV dealers package the set with 
Polk Audio’s PSWi225, a wireless powered 
model with an 8-inch woofer.

But surround sound is only part of the LT-
46153’s picture. This TV also has a 120-Hz 
display, along with Smooth 120Hz processing 
to reduce judder with film-based programs. 
And a user-accessible Advanced Video Cali-
bration mode lets you dig deeply into fine-
tuning the set’s picture, with color-tempera-
ture controls, color-management menus, and 
selectable gamma presets.

The LT-46153’s look is classy and under-
stated. With its barely-there 3/4-inch-wide 
frame, there’s not much to detract from the 
picture. The sound projector runs the full 
width of the TV’s bottom edge, and a sturdy 

gloss-black stand keeps everything firmly 
propped up. Around back are two sets of in-
puts — one directly on the back panel and the 
second on a recessed panel for wall-mounted 
installations — both of which offer two HDMI 
jacks and a component-video/stereo audio in-
put. A side panel offers up component-video/
stereo audio inputs and a USB port.

Mitsubishi’s compact and strikingly minimal 
remote control is a radical departure from the 
cluttered ones that come with most other 
TVs. Buttons that may not see everyday use, 
including those that control Input, Aspect Ra-
tio, and Picture mode, have been banished to 
the virtual domain. To access these, you press 
a button labeled More, and an onscreen key-
board pops up. You then trigger the controls 
by hitting a corresponding number button on 
the remote’s keypad. I liked Mitsubishi’s ap-
proach here, but also would have preferred 
backlit buttons and larger menu-navigation 
controls. (You need to really dig in with your 
thumbnail to access the arrow buttons.)

The LT-46153 also provides a streamlined 
system for managing source components. In-
stead of switching to Input 1 or 2 directly on 
the remote, an Activity button brings up an 
onscreen menu with categories like Watch 
Movie along with a grid of related compo-
nents (for example, Blu-ray and VCR for Watch 
Movie, and DVR for Watch TV). From here you 
select a specific activity/component and the 
TV switches to the correct input. You can use 
the remote to operate other components via 
HDMI-CEC, and also set the TV up to relay 
controls via infrared repeaters.

SETUP
The TV’s Picture Mode options include Bril-
liant, Bright, and Natural presets, each of 
which can be independently adjusted per in-
put. Natural delivers a picture that adheres 
closely to the 6,500-K standard, so that’s the 
one you should choose for watching movies in 
rooms with dim, theater-like lighting. Settings 
here include variable backlight, High and Low 

MITSUBISHI
UNISEN LT-46153 46-INCH LCD HDTV
Reviewed by AL GRIFFIN   Photos by TONY cORDOZA

+47-inch, 1080p-resolution
screen

+120-Hz display with
Smooth 120Hz film mode

+USB input with JPEG photo and
MP3 music player

+16-speaker sound projector
+IR output for pass-through

device control
+Inputs: 4 HDMI, 2 component-,

and 1 component-/composite-
video; coaxial digital audio and 
2 stereo analog audio; RF Ant/
Cable; USB

+Outputs: Coaxial digital
audio; analog stereo audio; 
subwoofer; IR repeater

Dimensions + Weight
42 x 28 x 3 in; 62 lb 
(without stand)

Price 
$2,200

mitsubishi-tv.com

 Key Features
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color temperature, Video noise, and a 
DeepField Imager option that’s sup-
posed to boost contrast by deepening 
black levels, although I didn’t notice 
any difference when it was turned on. 
A Picture+ menu provides even more 
picture tweaks, including a PerfectCol-
or menu with primary and secondary 
color adjustments and an Advanced 
Picture submenu that includes gamma 
presets, high and low color-tempera-
ture settings, and a second set of col-
or-management controls.

The audio options on the Mitsubishi 
are nearly as extensive as the video 
ones. After setting up the Polk Audio 
PSWi225 that Mitsubishi sent — a pro-
cess that involved connecting the TV’s 
subwoofer output to the Polk’s wire-
less transmitter and then finding a 
spot for the compact sub — I selected 
Subwoofer on and the transmitter au-
tomatically paired with the PSWi225. A 
level adjustment lets you balance the 
sub’s output once you’ve finished cali-
brating the main audio channels.

Both automatic and manual setup 
options are available to calibrate the 
sound projector for best performance 
in your room. With Automatic, you con-
nect a supplied calibration microphone 
and place it at head level at your nor-
mal seating position. You then hit the 
onscreen Start button, and the TV 

emits a series of test tones. Setup 
complete! In Manual mode, you first 
enter the length of the front and side 
walls as well as the distance from the 
TV to the seating position. once that’s 
done, you next adjust levels for the 
center, left/right front, and left/right 
surround channels using either your 
trusty ears or a sound-pressure level 
meter, and then set beam angles for 
the individual channels. Angle adjust-
ments let you compensate for both 
off-center TV locations and irregular 
wall surfaces. And the beams are ac-
tually depicted onscreen as you move 
them — a useful visual reference.

VIDEo PERFoRMANCE
With video and audio adjustments out 
of the way (mine were done in the set’s 
Advanced Picture and Manual sound 
projector modes), I was ready to watch 
TV. Criterion’s new Blu-ray Disc edition 
of director Jacques Tati’s Playtime had 
just arrived, so I tossed that in the disc 
player. During the film’s opening sec-
tion, where Monsieur Hulot wanders 
confusedly in a Paris business district, 
the various gray shades of the mod-
ern buildings and the clothing worn 
by people passing through them were 
well represented on the Mitsubishi’s 
screen. Skin tones of the office work-
ers came across as natural, and the 
occasional flourish of bright color — 
red rose bunches sold by a street ven-
dor, for example — looked rich without 
coming across as too vivid.

Playtime’s next section takes place 
at night outside an apartment build-
ing where the residents oddly lack cur-
tains or blinds covering their floor-to-
ceiling windows. The Mitsubishi looked 
punchy on most of these shots, show-
ing good contrast and shadow detail. 
But a few images in this sequence 
also revealed the set’s limited shad-
ow depth — when faced with display-
ing really dark shots, the set delivered 
a flat picture. Its performance here 
was on par with most other LCD TVs 
I’ve tested that use a CCFL backlight, 
however.

Mitsubishi’s Smooth 120Hz feature 
helped to eliminate judder effects 
from film-based programs. (Unfortu-

MItsuBIsHI UNISEN LT-46153 LCD HDTV

With the Mitsubishi Unisen LT-
46153’s Natural picture mode 
and Low color temperature pre-
sets selected, grayscale tracking 
measured ±209° K of the 
6,500-K standard from 20 to 100 
IRE. Adjustments made to the 
high/low red, green, and blue 
controls in the Advanced Picture 
menu reduced that spread to 
144 K from 20 to 100 IRE, but 
the benefit here was so slight that  
I’m sure most people could live 
happily with the picture in 
Natural mode.

The set’s color decoder dis-
played red and green pull in 
excess of 10% in both the Natural 
and Advanced Picture modes. 
Outside of a slight level of green 
oversaturation, both its primary 
and secondary color points mea-

sured close to the SMPTE HD  
color specification. In both cases, 
adjustments made in the 
Advanced menu’s PerfectColor 
menu helped to correct any  
color errors.

With the Mits Unisen set’s    
2.2 target gamma selected, 
gamma measured closer to 3.0. 
Overscan — the amount of pic-
ture area hidden behind the edges 
of the TV’s screen — measured 
0% for 1080i- and 1080p-format 
high-definition signals with the 
Full Native screen format selected, 
and 6% for 1080p Standard.     
The TV displayed 1080i- and 
720p-format test patterns at     
full resolution, and a 480i (DVD)  
resolution pattern also revealed 
full detail via the component-
video input.  — A.G.

FULL LAb RESULTS AT 
SOUNDANDVISIONMAG.cOM/MITSUNISEN
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Brightness (100-IRE): 
Before Calibration  35.3 ftL  After Calibration 35.1 ftL

Color Temperature 
Before Calibration / After Calibration

20
IRE

30
IRE

40
IRE

50
IRE

60
IRE

70
IRE

80
IRE

90
IRE

100
IRE

6,500K

6,463

6,606

6,515

6,394

6,715
6,643

6,666

6,612 6,692
6,672 6,473

6,516

6,345
6,428

6,268

6,360

6,913

6,857

   A USB port on the Unisen 
LT-46153’s side panel lets 
you connect flash media to 
view JPEG photo slideshows 
or listen to MP3 music. The 
TV’s onscreen media player 
menu helps you navigate 
content stored on USB drives.



»SIDE ShOW
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FEATURES

OVERALL SCORE

PERFORMANCE

VALUE

0  POOR ExCELLENT  10

0  POOR ExCELLENT  10

0  POOR ExCELLENT  10

0  POOR ExCELLENT  10

 RATINGS

7

8

8

9

nately, there’s no equivalent blur-reduction 
mode for video-based ones like high-def 
sports.) But it also imparted a “video look” 
to images at any setting beyond 1 or 2, so I 
switched it off. The set’s deinterlacing and 
upconversion processing delivered solid, 
crisp-looking pictures with both standard- 
and high-def sources. And its noise reduc-
tion proved capable of cleaning up less than 
perfect images without softening details. 
Screen uniformity was mostly good: Pic-
tures retained their contrast and color ac-
curacy over a better than 90° viewing arc, 
and full-field white test patterns showed 
no sign of tinting or uneven brightness. A 
degree of screen “clouding” could be seen 
on both full-field black test patterns and 
very dark movie images, however.

AUDIo PERFoRMANCE
With the TV’s sound projector set to Sur-
round mode, the Unisen delivered a wide 
image and an impressive sense of envelop-
ment in the scene from Starship Troopers 
where the ship starts to careen downward 
after being attacked by alien projectiles. 
Surround-channel effects emanated from 
the sides of the room and, in some cases, 
seemed to come from behind my head! 
Watching movies with the Polk subwoof-
er plugged both in and out, I quickly deter-
mined that a sub is essential for this sys-
tem; without it, the TV’s audio becomes 
edgy at higher volumes, and there’s little in 
the way of bass. Music in 5.1 also sounded 
really good in Surround mode on the set-
up: When I caught a live clip of U2 perform-
ing “City of Blinding Lights” on MTV’s high-
def Palladia channel, the Edge’s guitar was 
dense and room-filling, and Bono’s vocals 
came across as full and natural. Dynamics 
in my 22 x 16 home theater were ultimately 
limited, but I’m sure you’d get better perfor-
mance in a smaller space.

Designed for Evolution

NAD’s new Modular Design Construction 

flies in the face of planned obsolescence. 

This simple, revolutionary design architecture  

features innovative plug-in modules to add  

valuable performance options and capabilities  

when new technology advancements 

become available. We can’t see into  

the future, but as we all know – change  

is inevitable!

www.NADelectronics.com

Lenbrook America, 6 Merchant Street, Sharon, MA 02067 • Tel. 1-800-263-4641

MDC is available on select NAD A/V High Definition 

Receivers and Surround Sound Processors.
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AUDIO PERFORMANCE

Mitsubishi’s Unisen LT-46153 is a great 
option for someone seeking an all-in-one 
A/V system for a bedroom or a small home 
theater. Its overall picture quality is very 
good, and when paired with a subwoofer, 
audio performance is surprisingly satisfy-

ing for a system that’s mostly built into a slim 
TV frame. Of course, you could easily pick up 
a same-size TV along with a cheap 5.1 speak-
er system and A/V receiver for this system’s 
$2,500 cost ($2,200 for the TV and $300 for 
the Polk subwoofer). But then you’d need to 
run a web of speaker wire and also read a few 
manuals. With the LT-46153, everything you 
need is right there.

»BOTTOM LINE
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